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Will As Vector - Fragments
There is a destination but no way there; what we refer to as way is hesitation.
The feeling: “I’m not dropping anchor here,” and straightaway the feeling of the
sustaining sea-swell around one.
-Franz Kafka, The Zürau Aphorisms, # 26, #76

But even before the wish has been formulated - I wish I had turned - already the
foot has hit the brake, already you have swerved away from the boy who stepped off the
sidewalk deaf in his thoughts. The accumulation of memories and learned responses
are not exhumed in order to make a decision, in order to choose whether to turn and
then which way. In truth memory no longer represents our past to us, it enacts it; it
does not conserve bygone images, but prolongs their useful effect into the present
moment1. Will works below the threshold of the image. You have turned before
seeing the boy. The vector that directs the event is a result of the congruence of past
encounters, muscle memory, attention, learned and affective responses all called up
at a particular moment of necessity. The “self” is a false reification of an improperly
delimited part of this much larger field of interlocking processes2.

He says he didn’t mean to do it, that he was drunk at the time. He acted against
his better judgement. And yet, there are situations where I have found myself drinking
in order to induce action; in order to produce possibilities, knowing full well that
materializing them may reconstitute reality in unknown ways. Will precedes
intension.
Mistakes, misunderstandings, misguided action, all allow for the precariousness
of a wobbling top, which may fall in any direction. But the material configurations
set in place - the tilt of the surface, its roughness - will delimit the probability of
which way the top will fall.
A configuration of private and social relations gives rise to the possibility of a
particular event. It is as if the helplessness of poverty, landlessness and an inability
to access the law provided the potential energy, and the Maoist ideology the direction
for the current rebellion5 across India. Will is the ferment – the vector that charges
action.

Moments of recollection are laid upon the present to recursively form a consistent
narrative, a causality. Intension is produced as the primary causality in this narrative.
With every reenactment of a memory, the repetition of narrative causality reifies that
vanishing point. A point which does not exist but is necessarily produced by this
recursive structure. Intension is a shifter, a placeholder.
However, there is a particularity, rather than a singularity that constitutes the
nexus of each action. When presented with a choice, my deliberation is assisted
by somatic markers – affect imbued dispositions towards my choices based on
previous experiences and cultural learning3. At the moment of action, judgement
is sharpened by emotions, by the rush of blood, and the limits of the imagined (or
veiled) possibilities that will arise from it. But the rhizomatic effects proliferated by
each action cannot be determined in advance – that would lead to endless reflection.
Since the full consideration of any action in advance would lead to paralysis, affect
guides us. Take love for instance – what is simple in the moonlight, by the morning
never is4.
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Henri Bergson, Matter and Memory, trans. N. M. Paul and W. S. Palmer (New York: Zone, 		
1991), 78.
Gregory Bateson, Steps to an Ecology of Mind (from the essay The Cybernetics of “Self,” A 		
Theory of Alcoholism), (Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1972), 331.
William E. Connolly, Neuropolitics, (Regents University, Minnesota, 2002), 35
Bright Eyes, Lua, (Saddle Creek, Omaha, 2004)

5

Ramachandra Guha, A War in the Heart of India, (The Nation, June 27, 2007; thenation.com)
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[specimen]
After I denied reality, she said I’d gotten upset over nothing. Two
kinds of people: those for whom it makes a difference that the actors in
Pasolini’s _Salo_ are eating chocolate, not shit, and those for whom it
doesn’t. He disappeared into silence, but then we got into an argument
over whether it was his silence or mine.

5

6

the lonely philologist
(dedicated to my father)

in place of feelings, topology.
Transformations hidden or misremembered. A landscape, formed from the
horizon--the literal one, the one always out of reach.
Now we enter the longest leg of our journey. No virgil, no dante, no
anchises to guide.
But the rails run straight. And the timetable, which long ago
standardized... well, no need to tell you that.
Clauses consecutive or final, none the less, some distinctions are only
made by the lonely philologist.
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Hannah’s Bifurcation1
“The mind obeys unconsciously giving strict orders that are agreed upon by someone
who twice dying explains without giving clear motives like once clairvoyant journal
explained.”
--Hannah Weiner, from a letter to Charles Bernstein, 5/25/1989

I first read Hannah Weiner in the Fall of 1997. One of the things that made her
writing stand out to me – among other writers linked to LANGUAGE – was Weiner’s
sense of empathy, if not her tendency to identify. Identification has been a no no for
a while now, after various critical theories, and after alterities more celebrated. My
readings of Weiner in the past few years have helped me to attribute and recognize
the otherwise in Weiner, whose mind-person were continually turned towards an
outside of information, other people, discourse – language itself as that ‘ultimate’
other.
A particular identification or transference that has long drawn me back to Weiner is
that with “the oppressed”. In this category I would lump the AIM activists with whom
Weiner had longstanding friendships, African-Americans whose economic struggles
are dramatized in Weiner’s book *sileNt teachers/remeMbered sequel*, the earth
as it continues to be ecologically ravished, and women as Weiner often pokes fun at
gender politics, and especially those within her most immediate communities.
Beyond these particular commitments one of Weiner’s ultimate concerns is
with power itself, and most of all the status of her own powers in relation to others
(“clairvoyance,” “silent teaching” etc.). In this concern I believe she attained a kind of
innocence. Not an innocence of reversion or regression, but to a place where her will
could be involved with everything she felt, and came into contact with, and not least
of all with the page on which she composed and gave aesthetic fact to her intentions.
Only here – in the seat of the will – could Weiner not only claim the name of AIM
leader Leonard Peltier as “I,” but conversely that of the neo-conservative American
president, Ronald Reagan.

Last Man
My heart your paradise called
Secret water by the Sioux hack
Supplies first then hack spirit
When we don’t have anything
Left but this dance assimilation
Calls our names that is what it
Does like Hannah taught us to
Be silent what boundaries must
These hands forge to say any
thing the spirit came and went
Don’t forget to write witness
When the shit hits the fan
Sitting Bull was the last man
Standing to what do you banish
Permanent exiles but to undeath
Promise me the imminent end
Of all white culture so all names
May return eccentric to need.

Not having had the opportunity to know Weiner, from the stories I’ve heard about
her from others over the past decade, and thru her texts, she would seem emotionally
privileged. Through this privilege she conveyed the person as an entity utterly
singular through which events are named as powers, singularities among an open
multiple.

1
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Composed fall 2007 for Hannah Weiner’s Open House at St. Mark’s Poetry Project
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15 Issues: A Conversation About Shifter
Abhishek Hazra:
Riffling through the Shifter archive recently, I spotted your
old email account. Do delinquent email addresses evoke the same response as old
street addresses? How do you now look back on the inception of Shifter? Did you
have any idea then that it will have such a remarkable longevity? Also, while in some
of the early issues of Shifter you do invoke the digital and the online as modalities
that are not constrained by geography and the bureaucracy of nation states, do your
think of your own changing geographical location while looking back at Shifter?
Sreshta Premnath: What started (and continues) as an organizational quandary
has been posting contributor bio’s and contact information on the Shifter website.
Every issue online has its corresponding list and as I track through previous issues I
find regular contributors spanning several issues. Each entry has an updated bio and
sometimes a new email. As I haven’t been able to keep updating old entries the result
is an archive of changes - an archive of how the magazine has changed over time and
its contributors as well. In earlier issues - perhaps up until “Surface Tension” all
the contributors were people known to me and with whom I had already established
an interest or dialog. However, as Shifter grew and established some semblance of
legitimacy the roster of contributors began to include people I didn’t already know.
So in this sense, although the initial motivation of Shifter was to invite the
democratic participation of all interested contributors as well as access to all
interested readers, it turned out that these two groups were one and the same - people
with whom I had already, through geographical proximity, established relations.
As the volume of submissions increased and as I realized that organizational
legitimacy encouraged participation I created a fictitious coeditor and “critical
advisor” for Shifter 8, 9 and 10. A group of people as an editorial board created the
semblance of objective authority absent in an individual voice. However, fictitious
coeditors don’t do any work, nor are they useful to discuss ideas with. So with Shifter
11 I began collaborating with friends who I respected and with whom felt I could have
a productive and engaging working relationship. Of course the added advantage
which I didn’t initially consider was that they also drew on their networks of interest
to widen the group of participants. Each issue since 11 therefore also bears the trace
of the “geographical location” of my coeditor.
AH:		
We are perhaps all aware of the ‘relational turn’ and how there
has been a conscious valorization of ‘collaboration’ and ‘participation’ in some of
the contemporary paradigms of reading art practice. I don’t want to get into the
details of that complex context right now, but I have to say, that at various points
in reading through Shifter, I did get the sense of “collaborative writing’ – that each
13

issue, or perhaps the entire project, is at one level a sort of collective writing by all
the contributors. And of course, in an issue like Indira Sylvia Belissop, that sense is
all the more accentuated.
One of the fascinating aspects of ISB is that she is this Real-Fantasy figure
while simultaneously being an uncanny composite of multiple personalities: artist,
academic, philosopher – essentially, people whose intellectual production sets up a
strong degree of resonance in you.
SP:		
Indira Sylvia Belissop was a late night creation of Avi Alpert and
myself, both participants in the Whitney Independent Study Program. The program
itself was interdisciplinary insofar as artists, theorists and curators joined together
in discussion, and produced many collaborations as a result. In fact Shifter 12,
“Unassigned” was an editorial collaboration with two other participants.
However, a distinction must be made between the coeditorial relationship and
the relationship between an editor and a contributor (or further, the relationship
between contributors). While coeditors have a bird’s eye view of the entire project,
contributors respond to the call for submissions and the mission of the magazine,
with the trust that they will be grouped with interesting and provocative enough
company to make their contribution worthwhile. There is also the brief but pointed
conversation that ensues between editor and contributor which I would hesitate to
call collaboration. The editorial process of weaving together essays, images and
poetry that were produced independently so that they respond to each other does
sometimes produce the effect of collaboration.
For this reason I. S. Belissop, an anagram for “is possible,” serves as the ghost
or specter that makes connections apparent where they were invisible. Which is to
say that the ‘relational turn’ is only a reaction to the more prominent myth of the
individual as genius. In fact all knowledge is produced and reproduced through
social and collaborative processes.
AH :		
While I know that the conceptual terrain is quite carefully mapped
in each issue, beginning with the selection of the theme, I also think that the larger,
meta-level parallels and connections that cut across the boundaries of any specific
issue is a very vital aspect of the Shifter project. I was wondering, what would
happen if you were to announce an open call for submissions with an undisclosed
theme. The potential participant then will have to submit work on his / her imagined
idea of a possible theme for a Shifter issue? The very idea of Shifter would then
become the thematic in that case.
14

SP: This is an interesting conundrum.
Many journals profit from aligning themselves with very specific thematic interests
or identitarian affinities - whether this is based on gender, sexuality, ethnicity or
political position. This defined self-identification creates a niche for them and
allows both contributors and readers to quickly decide whether their interests are
allied with this identification or not (this is also how consumerism works). Because
of this structure of self-reification, thematics are secondary to such journals and
contributors who identify themselves with the generalized politics of the journal are
likely to contribute and whatever they produce will fit within the journal.
While I’m sure relationships can be drawn between themes dealt with in Shifter
and the way they are handled, I would prefer deflecting Shifter’s focus from a fixed
identity. For this very reason I would hope that a blind call would result in a very
random selection of contributions that may or may not function together. In fact I hope
that my collaboration with coeditors further disperses or disrupts the homogeneity
that threatens any long-term project.
AH :		
I think I have a sense of where you are coming from - your
apprehension at the homilies of identity politics and the way it stifles discourse but at the same time I am aware that irrespective of our attempted resistance, we
are nonetheless caught up in larger typological regimes. Consider, for example a
publication like McSweeneys which is not based on any overt identity politics. Yet,
on spotting issues of McSweeneys on a stranger’s bookshelf, don’t you feel a sudden
burst of readerly camaraderie? Or wouldn’t you be surprised if you heard that a
major seminar dedicated to Guattari was being held at the Royal College of Art
rather than at Goldsmiths? Yes, I tool flinch at the coarseness of these typologies, but
the reality of their presence is inescapable, even in critically enlightened circles.
SP:		
I totally agree: In fact the most preliminary editorial activity of
inviting a coeditor and then deciding what to include and what not to, defines the
perimeters of the identity (or as you say typology) of the magazine and consequently
its readership. The challenge perhaps is to attempt to resist the construction of a
tautological practice - one that merely reifies its pre-defined objectives - even if over
time a cloud of associations will naturally articulate the practice as being singular
and separate from other practices. Although it is inevitable that Shifter will build a
set of expectations in its contributors over time, perhaps it is ones criticality towards
this process that is essential, which is then articulated as a negativity that resides
within the project.
AH:		
I think we had spoken about how at a conceptual level the roles of
‘contributor’ and ‘editor’ could be potentially seen as interchangeable. Similarly,
in today’s context of contemporary art practice, would you say that the curator
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can also be seen as a certain kind of artist? Also, what according to you, are the
intersections and differences between the activities of curating and editing?
SP:		
I would disagree with the idea that the “curator is also an artist.”
While it is true that the curatorial intervention and re-contextualization of an
artist’s work informs the way in which it is received, in most cases the trajectory of
an artistic process is quite different from that of a curator’s. A curator’s role lies
often in thematizing the work of artists in relation to each other, in order to articulate
a position within a cultural discourse. While an artist is very conscious of both
contemporary and historical relations to other artists and discourses, there is also
a personal trajectory of exploration which only touches or intersects with particular
curatorial agendas at one time or another. Editing is definitely very similar to a
curatorial structure, however, there is the seriality of the journal which introduces
its own trajectory.
In the case of Shifter I hope that this trajectory is closer to that of the artist’s
in that there is a relatedness between issues, which results from a natural process
of engaging with philosophical and formal quandaries, but, simultaneously a
diffuseness, or deviation resulting from a subject-position which changes as a result,
precisely, of that very process of engagement.
AH:		
Well, I was being a bit rhetorical in apparently trying to collapse
the artistic and the curatorial positions. While the question of artistic autonomy is
always a vexed one, let us assume that perhaps we do agree on some fuzzy definition
of the artistic position and process. However, would you say, that in the context
of curators like Harald Szeemann, the distinctions between these two positions
are consciously blurred? (I apologize for selecting a figure who has already been
canonized as the ‘shamanistic curator’) Or that when an artist engages in works
that are highly inter-textual the tensions between artistic citation and curatorial
contextualisation get significan’tly amplified?
SP:		
Perhaps one way to look at it is that people like Fred Wilson, who
re-organize collections in order to draw out certain hidden narratives that the
museological structure inherently hides are considered artists, whereas Szeemann
is considered a curator. Of course their agendas and practices are quite different,
but we can see how in this particular case there is a similarity between two practices
that are understood to be of different disciplines. If we compare these two practices
we have to assume one to be an equivalent form and the other to be a relative form.
That is to say the statements “this artist is a curator” or “this curator is an artist”
arise from this comparison. The problem with this form of comparison is that neither
expression reveals to us what the terms mean “by themselves” These statements
become especially confusing when we begin to generalize what we mean by the
constituent terms, when in fact the comparison was initially based on a specific
case.
16

Perhaps one reason that these questions are being asked more and more often
today is that the curatorial position as a privileged one is a very recent development.
In our world the curator has risen to the very worrying position of contextualizer,
critic, networker, businessman, and soon to be purveyor of artistic knowledge
par excellence. In order for the curator to occupy this central position of genius
that was traditionally distributed betwen the artist, the gallery and the critic, the
curator depends on this artist/ curator dialectic. These questions, in other words,
seem to arise from a power struggle that has resulted from the professionalization of
curatorial practice.
AH:		
Now, another interesting aspect of Shifter is its lightness, its
capacity for movement. Being online already gives it momentum, and then in your
rendering of the final PDF file you ensure that each issue stays lean and steers clear
from the corpulence of large megabytes. Now, if we could potentially consider
each issue of Shifter as a curated group show (or a group show in the making) then
how do you reflect on the stark difference between the ‘ lightness’ of a zine and the
material weight (is ‘weight’ here an euphemism for ‘encumbrance’ ? ) of a physical
art exhibition? Don’t you sometimes desire for artwork and exhibitions that also
have this quality of lightness?
SP:		
I think the central issue here is that of the material object and
physical space that becomes necessary for an art exhibition. Certainly, one of the
factors that prompted Shifter was the fact that internet based projects can quickly be
accessed from anywhere and the amorphous space of a server is only materialized in
your browser, “within” your personal computer. However, as mentioned in response
to your first question, I have found that the vitality of the magazine has been kept
alive in its intersection between this phantom lightness of the internet, and the
social proximity I share with friends and acquaintances in geographical space. In
this sense there is always a play between the weightless intangibility of a .pdf and
the materialization of that file as either an object or a community that produces its
momentum.
Take “On Certainty” for instance – a project I curated and one which you
participated in: The kinds of labor involved in curating and installing the show,
producing Shifter 14 (released along with the show), and organizing and producing
the weekly lecture series were very different. However tightly I tried to tie the three
activities together conceptually, their material forms pushed against each other
creating productive intersections but never a coherent whole. Different participants
focused more on different nodes of activity, but as the organizer of the project I had
to be actively involved in every activity. Perhaps formal or conceptual coherence that
viewers perceive in such fragmented organizational structures is the central will that
drives the project and (once again invoking Belissop) makes the possible possible.
17
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An interlude
(excerpt from A Paper Bag over the Moon)
An Interlude, which takes place between two unnamed interlocutors, and which
includes an exegesis of Genesis as well as a brief discussion of the elements, and
through which preparation is made to invoke the angels.
The themes that keep recurring - grace, love, faith to the fiction - these are all
Christian themes, I told him.
He nodded.
But aren’t you Jewish, I asked?
Of course, he said.
Then why write a Christian novel?
Some of the themes are Christian, he said, but the novel is Jewish.
What does that mean? How is the novel Jewish?
He said he would misquote Kafka: to be Jewish in the modern world is to be lost,
to be homeless.
So the novel is loss, homelessness?
No, the novel is living with loss, with homelessness. He smiled and apologized, I
am being vague, he said.
Judaism, for me, he began, is a simple, or somewhat simple, story. Adam and Eve,
when they are made from the garden, they are not humans, but angels, and yet, they are
before even angels: they are not risen angels, but earthen angels. They are made from
the dust. They are earth. Whereas the risen angel knows both earth and separation,
Adam and Eve are immersed only in the earth. This is why they cannot die, why they
have no bodies, no boundaries, why there is only pleasure, but no understanding of
that pleasure. Separation is understanding, but it is also anguish. Risen angels can
know this, can live with this simultaneity, this being-earthen yet being-separate. It
does not kill them. But it is precisely what kills Adam and Eve. To know that they’re
of the earth but separate from it – that is why they will die. Their death is but the
20

thought of separation. The snake is not evil; the snake is not sin nor conscience. The
snake is a disembodied voice; it is only given a body as punishment.
Then he added, almost with urgency, Understand that deeply: the snake is nothing
more than the voice itself.
He continued, when the somewhat simple story begins, as told in Genesis, the
earthen angels are told that they may eat of any tree besides the tree of knowledge,
but in genesis Adam and Eve never actually eat anything until they eat from the
tree. It is an incomprehensible statement god makes to them, an utterly senseless
one, really; since they do not even understand that there are things different than
them, they cannot understand the concept of eating, since everything around them
is only themselves. They do not even reply to God, for they have no voice. But god, in
speaking to them, in giving them the commandment has brought the voice to earth,
and the snake only forms from the residue of the signs God has used. This is why
Paul will say that the commandment killed him. It is not Moses of which he speaks,
but the original commandment, the original presence of signs on earth that were not
themselves earth.
I coughed from an extra long drag on my cigarette, but did not pause.
When Eve later says she is beguiled by the snake, she is completely in earnest. Prior
to the snake, she knows no other signs but God’s signs; she has no way to know that
a voice can come from different places, that signs can mutate and re-arrange. As an
earthen-angel made of earth, and dwelling in the earth, she cannot think the thought
of difference. It is not the fact that Eve eats of the tree which is important, but that she
knows she is eating, that the signs arrange themselves into a voice which says to her,
‘I am eating, this is good, I should offer this to Adam’. So to think, to be human, is
to have a voice which always comes from the outside and which always returns to the
outside, which always offers itself to another. This is the path eve starts on. And this
is why Adam simply eats what he is offered - he too had no prior knowledge of a voice
that was not God’s. It is only then, when they both eat, when they are face to face as
beings with voices, that they understand what has happened, that the voices in their
heads tell them something has changed. Genesis notes, it is only after they both have
eaten that their eyes are opened. To eat something is to believe it is different from
you. To give someone else food is to know that they are different from you. Eating
opens the path to earthen consciousness which giving completes. To have earthen
21

consciousness is to know at once that you are of the earth and separate from it. It
is to know you will die. It is to live in anguish and joy, separation and togetherness,
good and evil, life and death, but never completely, never fully, only with shades
and intimations. And the only weapons at your disposal, the only means you have
of comprehension, are signs, words, etchings on caves. Yes, drawing comes later,
after the word and not before. Drawing is an attempt at a new sign, a sign closer to
the earth, but it is a sign nonetheless. And, like all signs, it is a sign that is not yours,
but that always speaks through you, a sign you may come to know, but never control.
Thus these earthen angels become earthen vessels. They are made of the earth, but
never fully part of it; they exist for a time, but their existence is transitory. They are
always, and only, in transition.
He paused and looked out at the sea for a minute, or two, before turning back to
me, to my eyes.
Don’t mistake this for belief. It is only a story of understanding. Christianity
and its precepts are an answer, but Judaism is the question. To be Jewish, then, is to
be a question with infinite answers, to be lost on the path you are already on, to be
homeless in one’s own home. This is why I say the novel is Jewish.
He took my cigarette from the tray and turned his head back out to look at the
sea.
I thought for a minute. And a minute more. There is something amiss here, I
said.
He looked surprised, not so much at my disagreement, but that we were sitting
there at all. What’s that?
I see your point, I do, it’s beautiful, sure, but, I grew up, I don’t know, not liking
such distinctions, not liking the claim, this is Jewish, Judaism is better.
I see. Still, I have been vague. Kafka has another short parable. It is called
Abraham. But it is not about Abraham, it is about another possible Abraham. Not
the Abraham who was called by God, but another Abraham, who wonders, was God
calling me? Another Abraham, who does not want to mistake his place, who does not
want to force himself into a space made for another, like a child wishing for praise
not intended for him. We are the Jews of this Abraham, Jews whose call may come
from God and may not, Jews for whom such questions are not so important, Jews who
22

might not even be Jews at all, who might as well still be pagans.
Pagans?

What’s that?

Sure.

It’s not angry.

How so?

Water can’t be angry.

I just told you the story of Genesis, but I could just as well have told you the story
of the elements.
Fire, water, earth and wind?
The very same.
Go on.
Well earth is the same; that’s obvious. Fire is the voice, you see that?
Like Prometheus – stolen from the Gods.
Exactly. And in our story the snake had two functions. It was the voice, it was from
the Gods, but it was also the mediation of the Gods, so it was also water.
Hmm?
When God appears in the Bible, it is always as fire or water – the burning bush,
the flood, the storm chasing Jonah, the fire next time. The hand of God does not
reach down and touch us. God, you have to understand, is pure separation. That is
why the voice is brought to earth. God cannot understand earth, cannot understand
that Adam and Eve will not understand the voice.
He paused.
He looked out at the sea.
I did too.
Does it calm you?
Sure.
Why?
I don’t know, the sounds, the rhythm, the inscription of time.
23

Sure, and something else.

It can if you’re a pagan.
Right.
Water is mediation, it represents a vessel tossed to sea, left up to fate, deprived of
will, of any meaningful ability to manipulate signs. When the water is angry, we are
bereft of all choice. When the water is calm, our pathetic lives are at least left to run
their course.
Say I buy this; one thing is missing still.
The wind. He continued, Right, we skipped over that in the creation story. It is
ever so brief – the moment of incarnation. God breathes into Adam’s nostrils, the
breath of life. The earthen angel becomes part of the living universe. The breath, the
wind, is not life as we know it, though. We know life as it is after being mixed with
fire and water, life as earth and sign, life as impossible balance. So life isn’t the right
word for the breath. No, the wind is a memory.
He said that as if it were more profound than it was.
He also seemed to sense that I thought this.
Maybe that is not clear. We are beings trapped in time, condemned to a voice that
is not ours, and our lives, our fates, are but the threads of signs sewn into our souls.
He relished that he had now said something more profound, and continued.
The wind is a memory of a time before all that, a time when we were just earth,
without sign, without any knowledge of our life or death or hopes or fears. When we
breathe in the wind, when we remember to remember the memory, we hold off that
thread, if only for a moment. We are earth once again.
So what then, we just meditate all the time, do nothing but refresh the memory,
like a clicking mouse forever?
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Ha, sure, if you want. Or, just as well, you can try to wander through the signs, try
to turn water and fire into wind, the one and only true alchemy.
So what then? Wander through the signs – keep trying out voices until you find
one that is your own?
Or better still, keep moving through voices until you have none at all, until the
moment when you are in fact the Abraham who is called, and you are ready to say,
“Here I am,” but you cannot. You cannot because you no longer have a voice, because
you are no longer possessed by the snake, no longer possessed by the world.
And what would you be then, you who are barely even human anymore, without a
trace of God or the elements?
Then you would be an angel. Not an earthen one, but a risen one, an angel that is
both earth and separation, an angel no longer constrained by either.
Hmm. I see that. I do. It’s nice. You’re a bit too full of yourself when you talk about
it, but it’s nice.
He laughed and smiled. You make me self-conscious he said as he stared back out
at the sea. Ever since I stopped the Genesis part, I’m not really sure where I’ve been
going. Just kind of winging it.
No pun intended.
Ha. yea.
Well, I don’t mean to make you self-conscious. It is some really beautiful stuff.
No, I don’t mind. There was a time when I kicked myself for the regret I would feel
at doing something wrong, at, say, arriving late, or, like now, acting arrogantly. But
now I do not do so. Now I am simply amazed that I can feel this feeling at all.

Hmm. He nodded.
So what will you do now?
I don’t know. Really, I don’t know.
You know what I would do?
Probably, but let’s pretend otherwise.
Right. Of course. Hmm. I would test your theories out.
And how would I do that?
Invoke the angels.
Invoke the angels?
Sure – you’ve made me speak, and I don’t exist. Why not make the angels speak,
find out what they have to say?
Invoke the angels.
That’s what I said.
Well, now it’s been written. I don’t suppose I have much of a choice anyway.
No. I guess not. Well, I took one last drag of my cigarette, it is time for me to go.
He looked sad.
Don’t worry, I said. Then I kissed him on the forehead and said good-bye. And
then I was gone.

Do you always say the right thing?
Almost never.
Then what is it today, with me, here?
Probably because none of this is real.
Yea, I guess that takes the pressure off.
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will to power as A form of reclaiming or
overcoming trauma
The closer I observed certain films, the more there seemed to be a rupture
between actors and the characters portrayed by those actors when the use of the term
“nigger” or ”nigga” had been scripted for them. In some instances, it is the actor’s
reaction to the latent use of “nigger” as a threat that seems indistinguishable from
the character’s. In other instances, it is the actor’s use of “nigga” as an affirmation
that betrays a sense of uncertainty about the agency and will to power associated with
the term.

“nigga”, deserving of its own spelling (alternately as “niggah”, or in plural form
as “niggaz”), the potential victim claims possession of the weapon and becomes an
agent: this attempt at interrupting the repetition of latent traumatic experience can
be seen as the will to power.
Each drawing is based on a reverse image of the moment the actor delivers his/
her line and includes the subtitles from the film. All background details are omitted
from the stills. The drawings are reduced to the same surface and material as the
subtitled text. They are meant to interrupt the response triggered by use of “nigger”
(threat) or “nigga” (affirmation). These drawings are my attempt to immobilize and
magnify the rupture between film character and film actor, between film narrative
and viewer psychology.

The term “nigger”, as the writer Hilton Als describes it, is “a metaphorical
lynching before the real one.”1 That is to say, the use of the term “nigger” is capable
of triggering a chain of psychological events that is linked to the replaying, or latent
recognition, of traumatic events. In an act of linguistic détournement, the term
1
Allen
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Preface to Without Sanctuary; Photographs and Postcards of Lynching in America by James
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John Stuart Mill
(from Conversations over Stolen Food)
Between December 2006 and January 2007, we recorded forty-five-minute
conversations for thirty straight days throughout New York City. Half of these talks
took place at a Union Square health-food store which we call “W.F.” Other locations
included MoMA, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Metropolitan Opera House,
Central Park, Prospect Park and a Tribeca parking garage. This piece comes from the
first conversation. It examines Andy’s early-morning willfulness.

J: If you don’t set an alarm would you sleep close to nine?
A: I’d stress and wake earlier.
J: Because you’ll think you’ve overslept.
A: Sleeping nine hours makes me feel off.
J: So you get hard on yourself?
A: It seems quite gentle.

7:43 p.m. Friday, December 30
Union Square W.F.
A: What were we discussing?
J: We’d mentioned your daily rhythm and how, when you do what you want, living
according to your own ambition or inclinations, you care very much what you hear—
what’s being said and what people say back.
A: You want to know where these rhythms…
J: Yeah. Yeah. To give others a sense—because it’s a thoughtful set of activities. It
influenced my life tremendously. I mean people laugh: Amanda, for example, laughed
when I said my breakfast lasts three hours. Then I went into a description of how I’d
learned the three-hour breakfast from my best friend Andy.
A: Whose breakfast now takes seventy-five minutes.
J: Incredible.
A: Though I’ll include meditation, so you could say two hours and…
J: Every morning?
A: Yes. I wake from eight hours of sleep. I’ll want…
J: Do you ever set an alarm?
A: Always.
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J: Waking in a panic, thinking you’ve maybe overslept by an hour?
A: Oh. My means of gentleness is to to set the alarm and avoid that situation.
J: I see.
A: Then I stretch while cooking hard-boiled eggs. I’d…
J: You’ll cook hard-boiled eggs each…
A: Every other morning. I was giving the condensed version.
J: No give us the condensed version.
A: Ok. Ok. I’ve timed stretching to last fifteen minutes—for how long it takes to boil
my eggs. After, and this lets me poo. Someplace in there I can poo.
J: Before you’ve eaten anything?
A: Yeah, if I stretch. After that I’ll meditate…
J: Your eggs cool as you meditate?
A: an hour and eat breakfast in…for a total of two hours fifteen.
J: You eat nothing before meditating? Yeah I hear John Stuart Mill, before eating
breakfast, would work through Greek and and Latin exercises, and this is before he’d
turned ten years old.
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tijuana bible

something fucked
coming through
like she was talking to herself
and not that well

Days of Rage
It’s been just one thing after another.
These have been days of rage,
Brother.
I’ve lost so many friends and loves.
Paring it down to the divine core, the
love that passeth understanding, the
unbought grace of life for this sinner.
and peace be with you as with me as
we strive to make this hellish
world into very heaven.
But more than anything
i’m bored with this life.
-Anonymous Coward
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[specimen]

[specimen]

They told us to believe in ourselves, but we had no proof they
actually existed. “A relation of mystical identity due either to
contamination or to an actual spiritual identity.” Mucous only
seems to fly under its own power. Nobody said anything, yet the
subtitle read, “Darling!”

The mountain gave up the last bit of its information, so we
could understand it completely and it ceased to exist. No one
could believe how truthful she was. The sign by their table read
WARNING: these people laugh three times a minute. He was
asleep, but the sugars paid attention a little longer.
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Ancient Text
Leslie would be 8 years old this week.
I did it out of obligation to you, an unclear goal but one you were adamant about.
“Are you in there?” I asked. Insulting the sheer exaltation you were experiencing.
Leslie demanded 110% of my attention.
She could not be left alone.
She was never satisfied with extreme devotion.
Unable to feed and wipe herself, of course.
There was life alone and life caring for Leslie.
Life alone was balls-out exhilaration.
Fueled with grief, I had nothing to lose and no one who needed me to be healthy.
With Leslie, the way I lived affected her directly.
If her mother couldn’t keep herself clean, the child was in the basement eating
detergent because she was hungry.
Where were you?
Able to conceive the child but unable to care for the mother.
Why are you crying mommy? Leslie would always ask.
And then one day Leslie was gone.
You and I responded to the conception very differently.
I screamed and ran as fast as I could to ___.
I needed you to chase me down, pummel me, shake my shoulders, and slap my face
until we had aligned.
I was in fear-flight and had trusted you to keep up.
I looked behind me.
Where were you?
I went running back and beat the crap out of you.
You didn’t fight back – in fact, you fell asleep.
Well, I was waiting for you when you woke up.
The first 8 weeks of Leslie’s life was spent screaming (she was with me).
At month three, Leslie fell silent (she was with you).
We watched our daughter grow, me screaming you silent.
I was giving you daily beatings when you let me stay on your couch.
Every time I had fooled you into believing that I was no longer violent.
Wouldn’t you want me back if you saw that I was fixed?
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You hoped so hard that I wasn’t violent anymore.
I was devouring your sanctity.
I didn’t think I was violent.
At age 6, Leslie started dragging things in the dirt of our backyard.
With the child between us we were inexplicably tethered and always unfit for everyone
else who dared get close.
I am free of you now.
I can be as destructive as I want.
No one calling “mommy” when I am too drunk to comprehend your need.
You didn’t have to give up anything, as I recall.
Your virginity was not precious to you.
Your life did not drop from beneath you.
I had to stop drinking.
You went to work the same as you always did.

You were born 8 years ago this week.
I remember the confidence I had in the task ahead.
I had been waiting for this my whole life – to be a mother.
I wasn’t going to let your father take that away from me.
In the midst of heartbreak was no time to nurture a growing child in my belly.
My whole person was defeated and the child within suffered.
I was not eating.
I was not sleeping.
I drank as much as I could.
and brawled with whomever would.
I was not alive the nine months you grew inside me.
I had given up on my own life and didn’t anticipate you living.
oh, have I aged.
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[specimen]
She got bent out of shape when I told her I watched _The
Blob_ and thought of her. He said, “Depth leads to
projection,” but I didn’t understand that, so I figured he
was just another idiot. I almost gave birth to a ghost, but
then, damn it, the thing came back to life. He asked if I was
for real.

Brecken Ridge, W.Va: High - Tech Ghost Town
By Jack Avaltrade
Brecken Ridge, W.Va.- For over eighty years, U.S. Sand was responsible for
bringing prosperity to this Appalachian town. Today former residents blame it for
the town’s very disappearance.
In 1910, a vein of pure silica was discovered in Bugle Mountain, at the North
bank of the Potomac River. A small consortium began to mine the sand for use in
the construction trade. Eventually the purity of the material came to be favored by
the makers of toothpaste. The turning point came for U.S. Sand in the early 1960’s,
when the processing equipment was reconfigured to make silicon for the computer
industry. The formerly rural industrial area became an island of middle class sprawl,
expanding until the sudden collapse of the Big Three chip makers. Five years ago,
the board of U.S. Sand decided to close the factory rather than restore its previous
capacity as a producer of sand for construction and dentrifice. Today, the town’s
population has dropped to 120 from its peak in 1978 of 19,354.
Dade Heavbecker, 75, a lifetime resident of Brecken Ridge, is one of the very
few who seems unaffected by the expansion and demise of the town. “My grandfather
farmed this land, my father worked at the mine for a few years, but went back to
farming and that’s what I’ve always done,” But he is an exception.
Other residents, like Lila Forde, 50, identify closely with the changes U.S.
Sand went through. Her family was able to sell off most of its farm land to large chain
stores like Wal Mart, allowing them to live in an admittedly luxurious state of early
retirement. “We couldn’t believe our good luck,” she recalled in her half acre yard
last week. “The growth and development were just phenomenal. When I think back
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about all the junk we bought, all the money we wasted on gadgets... we really didn’t
know what to do with all that money,”
The structure of the mine still keeps vigil over the now silent town. From
ridges miles away, the cut in the mountain that was taken to power much of the nation’s
technological industry will forever remain a monument to economic erosion.
The prosperity visited upon Brecken Ridge in the 1960’s and 70’s strongly
contrasted with the stereotypes of Appalachia . Former farmers quickly assumed
middle class lifestyles and habits. Coupled with its Revolutionary War era history,
the wealth brought by the sand mine turned the town into a popular resort. Trailer
parks and unplumbed shacks gave way to schools and golf courses. Car repair shops
were replaced by new car dealers, and large retail chain stores moved in to satisfy a
hungry market. The town remained an island, a secret kept by its geological anomaly,
and as a result, no substantial industry followed this expansion. When the sand mine
collapsed, every family in the area was affected. Every chain store, construction
supply house, real estate developer, and affordable nanny left for greener pastures.
Unfortunately, the period of expansion had lasted just long enough for the fabric of the
previous community to unravel, and the traditional establishments and customs found
no new champions. Today the area is characterized by empty, windowless buildings,
populated by a few stalwart denizens living in a kind of suspended animation.
The proximity to Washington, D.C. attracted a liberal, intellectual
demographic to the area. Several “Ideal Communities” were set up in Brecken Ridge,
characterized by geodesic teepees and communal childcare parks. This period in
the late 70’s with its eastern version of the better known California communes,
was unique in that all the denizens of the town seemed to be in harmony with the
growing industry that hosted them. Burt Childess, former resident and also former
board member of U.S. Sand said from his Washington, D.C. office, “We would have
community meetings on Friday nights. Any decision made by the company was
completely public; we sought the input from the community, because, after all, we
were the community,”. Ultimately, however, the decision to close the mine was an
economic one. “There’s still sand up there; that’s not the problem. The problem is
that there’s sand all over the place, and without computers being manufactured, good
sand is as valuable as bad sand,” Childess said.
The speed of the contraction of the town disoriented residents and business
owners alike. “I was on the town council at the time,” Childess said, “and people
had cut up their property to sell to all the new “Sandies”, that’s what they called the
hippies and the people from the city, and no one ever thought people would just move
away, leave everything behind,”. Those who still live in the town equate the idealism
of the time with greed. “These insider people were just trying to get rich, and if they
weren’t trying to get rich, they were at least looking for someone to take advantage
of,” said Dade Heavbecker. As he looked back toward the rusting hulk of the mine,
he added “they took the mountain and turned it into an idea”.
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Brecken Ridge, Revisited
I had a show in Switzerland in 2001 for which I built a geodesic dome, meant to
be a sort of model house that visitors could enter. They found it dark inside, cooler
than the surrounding air of the gallery. The dome was filled with the sound of crickets
and the smell of trees. Upon adjusting to the darkness, a tiny town at the bottom
of a hill could be seen twinkling by a river. Stars and a passing airplane occupied
the sky. Every 45 seconds this scene was obliterated and replaced by the sudden
presence of light in the dome. A domestic environment in disarray now surrounded
the visitor with its claustrophobic precariousness. The little town is revealed to be
a pile of aluminum foil and old food on a coffee table. Plants and macrame replace
the surrounding forest, and the stars are rents in the ceiling. The only other thing
in the show was a little newspaper article and a vintage poster depicting two hands
with sand running through the fingers and over a representation of the Earth. The
newspaper article has a picture and tells a story about a town in West Virginia that
was once prosperous and then became abandoned.
You should read that article to get a sense of the weirdness of the rest of the
story. Some time later I started getting email maybe once or twice a year from
someone accusing me of fraud or poor scholarship. They berated me for trying to put
one over on the internet community, and always concluded haughtily, “...there IS NO
Brecken Ridge, West Virginia!” I would explain that it was an art project and that
one can see from the website that I don’t try to present this as ‘real’ (whatever that
means). I couldn’t figure out what was going on, but getting these messages every
now and then amused me.
After a few years, someone wrote me about this project again. He was an author
of role playing games who happened to operate out of a geodesic building in the
mountains in Virginia. He explained that if one did internet searches for my story,
one came up with nothing, except my article, and one other site – a site devoted to
ghost towns around the US. It seems someone had used my story without doing any
fact checking, which had resulted in the angry emails.
He asked if he could use Brecken Ridge for a game he was developing. A part of the
game’s story-line was the implication that the “government” had wiped the internet
clean of references to this town, but that my website was the one tiny spot that had
been overlooked. Here is a url where you can buy the game for $2.00: http://www.
rpgnow.com/product_info.php?products_id=25825&it=1
So in conclusion, I googled this stuff to get the urls right in my email to you and
found something else: http://www.breckenridgehoa.org/
It seems that now there is a real place by this name, which was created rather
recently, and is the next town over from the one I used as the basis for my fictitious
town. There’s even a geodesic dome in one of the pictures on their home page.
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Use the name that you have on your hand
The swastika. I think I was around seven or eight years old, when I first saw it. It
was in my grandparents’ cellar. My grandmother showed me a Red Guard book filled
with black and white photographs: National Socialist Propaganda. It is forbidden to
reprint such books, or even to solicit them. Like Hitler’s “Mein kampf”: The Bible
of National Socialism. Her father had read it years ago and thought: “All this was in
preparation for the war.” He was an advocate who was barred from his profession. He
would have been sent to a camp to die. Like many other “national parasites”: disabled
people, gypsies, homosexuals and millions of Jews. The mayor of Weiden helped
him. “The Americans made him a judge afterwards.” The stick. He used it when my
grandmother didn’t do what he wanted. She wouldn’t beat her children. Pamphlets
on “How to recognize Jews?” were distributed. “They make denunciation easier.
Such crap!”: My grandmother, who in her later years, suffering from Alzheimer’s,
would only see Jews on television. She was part of the BDM – The League of German
Girls. She would have become a group leader. When a Jewish school friend suddenly
disappeared, she resigned. Her brother threw himself in front of a train. He had
received his recruitment letter. My father will explain to her again and again that
he isn’t Alfred, her brother, but her son. She will smile mildly. In history class I will
get taught about National Socialism every second year. About its atrocities. That it
should never happen again. At sixteen we interviewed a colonel. Had a conversation
about the Russian occupation in Lower Austria. History with an eyewitness. The
video of our conversation was never presented. The professor called it “radical left”:
“Be happy that there are no consequences to this.” In a private conversation with me.
“The use of Nazi symbols is forbidden now in Germany and Austria. NS-glorification.
Back then it was the pride of many.” My grandmother, when I thumbed through the
Red Guard book. The swastika. For me it had never been a question if I liked it or
not. It is a symbol of evil. I only figured out years later: It can be found in the Indian,
Chinese and Japanese traditions, in almost all tribes in pre-Columbian America, in
ancient Greece, in the Celtic tradition, in Ancient Rome. We give symbols meaning.
Norma has a swastika on her hand. As La Nazi she uses National Socialist symbols.
She is a ruda. A “bad“ fighter.
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La Demoledora. With this name I had started to fight. But a colleague had one that
sounded very similar to mine: “Either you change it or we’ll have to find another
solution.” At that time I worked for Triple A. I had a meeting with the boss. And then
he saw it on my hand. The swastika. “Use the name that you have on your hand.”
“Which one?” He continued looking at it: “Use the name La Nazi.“ “La Nazi? That’s
An ugly name. La Demoledora sounds better, stronger, ruda.” “No, from now on
you’ll be called La Nazi.” They announced me as La Nazi. With short, flat hair. Very
square. With green contacts. My skin was very white. Only when I’m in the sun I
become dark. Back then I looked like a chicken. And they asked: “Why did they
change your name?” “I don’t know. I don’t know. La Nazi. An ugly name.” After this I
left them. “I don’t want to stay here. I don’t want to be a mediocre fighter.” I stepped
out and I began to work independently. I prefer to be independent. I changed my
image. I used to wear a Nazi helmet, but all my clothes were borrowed from Triple
A. I looked for clothes on the internet, but couldn’t find anything. Since I wanted to
change my image, in the Arena Coliseo I came dressed in a camouflage outfit and
the audience accepted me. But once I removed my trousers and jacket, I was in a
bathing suit like all the other female fighters: “What happened to that?” I will never
forget: I was fighting and at the moment of the rudesas, I turned to the audience
and screamed: “Hurray! the rudas!” No one reacted. “What had happened?” I felt
intimidated: “This isn’t for me. I don’t need to look like this. This isn’t my look.” A
week later I appeared again in my commando trousers, with my cap and glasses. I
climbed into the ring like a lion and screamed: “Hurray! the rudas!” The audience
was thrilled. “This is my personality!” No, I don’t need to change it. It is the audience
that motivates me to give my everything in the ring. It fuels me. When they are quiet
I know that they don’t like me. That’s how I made myself a new image. With my own
clothes. Now I can climb into the ring however I want, it only has to be camouflage.
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The swastika. I saw it for the first time worn by friends who liked rock. They wore
a lot of necklaces and bracelets. I hooked up with them. They fixed my hair so that
it stood up. They shortened the sides. My mum was very annoyed. Then I saw the
swastika. I looked at it: “I like it.” “You like it?” “Yes.” “If you like it, I’ll give it to
you.” I got an eagle and a swastika. It inspired me. When I was little I always wanted
to have a tattoo. At thirteen I’d made one myself. I drew it, used some needles. “You
shouldn’t have done that!”: my mum beat me when she caught me doing it. But it was
already done. I don’t regret it. I did it myself. Well, not the way it should look, but I
did it how I liked it. My dad told my sister, when she told him that we’d be Lucha Libre
fighters one day: “This isn’t for respectable women, it’s for prostitutes.” My sister
came crying. “What happened?“ “Dad said that Lucha Libre is only for prostitutes.”
I thought, No, I’ll show my dad, that I’ll be in Lucha Libre without being a prostitute
and I’ll hit him where it hurts him the most. They don’t live how I live. I don’t want
to have children. Nor do I want to marry. I see that so many women who marry get
beaten. I hate it when women get beaten. I don’t like it when men beat them. I want
to show them that if we fight we can also achieve something. But most women don’t
find it important.
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PAINTING WITH A FIRE EXTINGUISHER
A How-To Guide Inspired By KATSU[E]
[WARNING: Improper use of this tool could be illegal
1. Get a Fire Extinguisher
It must be silver or chrome, the red ones will not work. This type of extinguisher can
be purchased, or sometimes found inside industrial buildings and schools.

2. Empty the extinguisher.
It must be empty and out of pressure before opening with a large wrench.

3. Fill the extinguisher.
Using a large bucket of WATER-BASED paint fill the extinguisher with a funnel.
If you are using a large bucket, use about 3/4 of its contents. Then, fill it with water
and pour it in. Tighten the top nut, replace the pin you removed, and shake the
container.

4. Pressurize the device.
This can be done quickly and cheaply at a gas station air compressor. Attach the air
nozzle to the shrader valve and keep the air going for about 3 minutes.

5. Paint!1
Like any spray painting apparatus, it’s important to have a clear nozzle. Test spray
a few dots before you begin. Also, consider using different ratios of paint, air, and
water.

1
KATSU states “ More air than paint and water will result in a larger spray but will run out of
paint very fast... and more paint and water [with] less air gives a thinner line.”
All images are copyrighted to their respective makers. (1-3b are by KATSU, 5 by SABETH718)
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Shifter is a topical magazine that was founded in 2004 by Sreshta Premnath.
Premnath continues to edit the magazine in collaboration with guest editors.
Finding that the internet was the only inter-continental “commons” which is not
policed by immigration policy, Shifter began as an online magazine. It was conceived
of as a topical magazine so that dialogue remained centered around ideas that were not
in themselves culturally specific, and could be approached from different directions.
It attempts to create a platform where individuals engaged in various fields including
visual art, experimental writing, cultural theory, philosophy and the sciences can
view their work in relation to each other without any hierarchy. The magazine has
always been free, once again to circumvent the inequities of the global capitalist
marketplace.
For Roman Jakobson, a “shifter” is a term whose meaning cannot be determined
without referring to the message that is being communicated between a sender and
a receiver. For example the pronouns “I” and “you”, as well as words like “here” and
“now”, and the tenses, can only be understood by reference to the context in which
they are uttered.
As this suggests, Shifter’s topics have often focussed on issues of subjectivity
and rupture in language, and contributions reveal an equal emphasis on visual and
textual strategies. This is a project open to change and failure and does not depend
on revenue. Each issue creates a community of artists and writers who may not have
seen their work contextualized together, and in this way hopes to open a dialogue
amongst them.
All previous issues of Shifter and further information regarding the contributors
can be found on Shifter’s website: www.shifter-magazine.com

